In this paper, we propose a general approach to audio segment retrieval using a synthesized HMM. The approach allows a user to query audio data by an example audio segment of a short duration and find similar segments. The basic idea of our approach is to first train a theme HMM using the given example and a general background WMM using all the audio data, and then combine these individual HMMs to form a synthesized "Background-Theme-Background" HMM. This synthesized HMM can then be applied to any audio stream as a parser to detect the most likely theme segment. We overcome the problem of a short duration being used to train a theme HMM, by using the MAP rule with the Background m d e l as a prior model. Evaluation of the proposed retrieval scheme using short duration example audio clips of nuration as queries gives quite promising results.
INTRODUCTION
There has been a large increase in the amount of digital multimedia data over the past decade, specifically in the case of digital audio dam. Content-based retrieval of Multimedia data assumes a significance with this rapid increase [I] . To make effective use of any audio data. we must be able to classify and retrieve audio informa. tion in terms of the audio content. Indeed, the problem of audio retrieval has attracted much attention recently [ 2 ] .
A very interesting retrieval function is query by erample, i.e., a user specifies a sample audio segment and the system would find similar segments from audio data. While there are other ways of querying audio data (e.g., by audio features or words). Query by example 131 is most convenient for a user and is often also a relatively accurate way of specifying the information needed.
To address the retrieval problem in a general way, we do not make any assumption about the length of any interesting audio sezment. This is quite different from some other works (e.z.,14,511 modeled as a continuous Hidden Markov Model, representing the observation density as a Gaussian probability density function [6] . We design HMMs that can model such a simple "sandwich-like" stmcture in audio data . More specifically. given any query %gment. we would first create a "theme H M M that would capture the patterns of an interesting audio segment. We then train another "background H M M to model the general patterns of the entire audio information. Finally, we constmct a single synthesized HMM by putting the theme HMM in between two background HMMs to reflect the sequential "sandwich" structure. To retrieve interesting segments from any audio stream, we would fit such a concatenated HMM to the audio stream data and use the Viterbi algorithm to identify which part of the audio data corresponds to the theme HMM. This procedure is repeated in an iterative manner until N best segments have been retrieved. This provides an automatic and general way to simultaneously set the boundary for a segment and match the segment with the query segment. Evaluation of the proposed retrieval scheme using short duration example audio clips of narration as queries on the NlST Digital Video 1 collection (3CB. available at http://www.nist.gov/srd/nistsd26.htm) gives quite promising results. In section 2, we describe the procedure to create a synthesized HMM . Section 3 and 4, describe its application to detection of multiple theme segments, given an example theme clip. In the later part of the paper we propose a MAP tule based solution to the problem of a short duration query, and present the results using this approach.
A SYNTHESIZED WMM APPROACH TO AUDIO

SEGMENT RETRIEVAL
Given an example of a theme clip, our task is to find similar audio segments in a stream of audio data. The synthesized HMM approach to he described below achieves this goal through modeling the whole stream of audio data with a compound HMM formed based on three individually trained HMMs. An HMM is essenmerits. Indeed we also face the challenge of denrifving the boundaries of a segment, in addition to matcbing a candidate segment with the query segment.
In this p a p , we present a general audio segment retrieval method based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that can simultaneously identify and match an audio segment with the query. We call the interesting audio segment that needs to he matched with the query as Theme audio segment. Our idea is based on the observation that a theme audio segment is often preceded and followed by sound track of a different audio category. and thus the problem of finding a theme audio segment boils down to identifying and detecting the pattern of a theme audio segment that is temporally "'sandwiched" between any other kind of audio patterns, which we refer to as "general background audio." The audio information is tial data such as audio.
The main idea of the synthesized HMM approach is as follows.
I. We train a theme HMM based on the query example audio clip provided by a user.
4.
We apply the synthesized HMM to parse each audio document. Specifically. we use the Viterbi algorithm to find out the most likely underlying sfate transition sequence given the observed audio data. The theme segment corresponds to the theme states resulting from Viterbi algorithm 5. Once we detect the most likely theme segment from an audio document. we are left with potentially two residue subdocuments. The same synthesized HMM can he further applied to each to retrieve more theme segments if any.
Joining two HMMs
Since the synthesized HMM is formed by concatenating two background HMMs with a theme HMM, we first discuss how we can join any two HMMs in general. In our model, neither the start state nor the end start generates any output observations, so they are non-emitting states. 3. DETECTING AND RANKING THEME SEGMENTS To detect a theme segment in any audio stream, we use a synthesized HMM that is formed hy joining a background HMM with a theme HMM and then with another background HMM as shown in Figure 3 . Treating the given audio data as the output from such a synthesized HMM, we can use the Viterbi a l g a rithm to find the most likely transition state path given the ohserved audio data. The part of the audio data corresponding to the States of the theme HMM is then regarded as the detected theme segment. Note that the two background HMMs are functionally identical. but their states are disrincr (essentially "re-labeled") in the synthesized HMM. As a result, the left background HMM would generate any audio data before the theme segment while the right one would generate any audio data after the theme segment. Specifically. once we detect one theme segment, it separates the audio document to two "residue documents." We then use the same HMM to detect a theme segment from each residue document. This returns two candidate theme detections. Naturally, these two new theme segments should be ranked below the first one that we have detected. But we still need to decide which one of the two new segments is relatively more significant. For this purpose, we use the following log-likelihood ratio to measure the "significance" of a detected segment. Suppose 0 represents the audio data from which we have detected a theme segment. we compute the ratio of the log-likelihood of the data given by 
NARRATION SEGMENT DETECTION
As a specific case we consider the narration of NIST videos as a theme. Narrator is a person who never appears in the video but occasionally he describes things in the video. In most occasions the narrator's speech is accompanied with music. We consider this speech and music combination as narration . In this section we use the synthesized HMM for narration detection.
Background HMM construction
We use the mediaconven audio decoder software on SGI workstation to extract the sound track of all the video files to different audio files. We use the HTK toolkit [7] to represent the audio files as Mfcc+E (Mel-frequency cepsmm coefficients+energy coefticient) vectors, with a 3 state continuous observation density Hidden Markov model. We make an independence assumption for the variables representing the observation vector. This HMM is Left to righf as shown in Figure 3 , all self transitions and transitions in the left to right direction are possible. The single emitting state observation density is modeled as a Gaussian probability density function, which is parameterized by a mean vector po and a diagonal covariance matrix CO.
Theme HMM construction
We select the example narration audio clip, and using (Mfcc+E) vectors as features, we model it as a 4 statc continuous observation density Hidden Markov model as shown in Figure 3 , with all self and left to right transitions possible. 5. SMOOTHING THE THEME HMM OBSERVATION DENSITIES 5.1. Problem with a short duration query When we use the approach presented in section 3, to do the detection based on a shon duration query(less than as), we find that most of the detections are spurious and of very short duration(lcss than Ss). This problem persists despite a variation in the number of states of the Background HMM. This is because the trained theme model observation density generally suffers from an underestimation of the variance due to the shon duration of the query. Since the observation density of the Background model has a larger variance, an observation sequence with a significant amount of theme observations may actually get a better fit under the Background model than under the theme observation density. Hence the length of detection under the estimated model, is much lesser and spurious compared to the tme theme segments.
To address this problem, we need to improve our estimate of the observation density in lhe theme HMM. One way to achieve this goal is "smoothing" or interpolating the parameters of the observation density of each emitting slate of the Theme HMM with a "unique" background observation density. This is the reason for having a single-emitting state in Background HMM. Since the background density generally has a higher variance, this would essentially increase the variance and slightly shift the mean for the theme HMM observation density. This is equivalent to a Maximum A Posterior (MAP) estimate of the theme HMM. as opposed to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimate. We now present the MAP estimate of our theme HMM in some detail.
M A P Estimate of the Theme HMM
Let A k all the parameters of the theme HMM. Let Y be the observation sequence given by the query. The MAP estimate of the parameters A is given by
where p ( A ) is our prior. Clearly, if we use a non-informative (i.e., uniform) prior, the MAP estimate would be identical to the ML estimate. rhrL = argmaxa p ( Y J h ) . We will use an informative prior far the observatian density, hut a non-informative prior for the initial state probability and the transition probabililics since we are only interested in smoothing the observation density. For our observation density we use a conjugate prior identified by mean vector fi and covariance matrix C . The conjugate prior is a normal-inverse-Wishart [SI, parameterized in terms of hyperparameters po (the prior mean vector). K~ (prior equivalent sample size for the mean), CO (prior covariance matrix). and YO (prior variance degree of freedom):
Note that since our covariance matrix is diagonal we actually have an independent prior on the mean and variance in each dimension. To simplify the notation. we now represent CO by a variance vector U;. It is to be noted that the prior mean vector po and variance vectorui are obtained from the emitting state of Background HMM. The setting of K O and YO will be discussed later. The Baum-Welch algorithm for HMM parameter estimation cnn be easily extended to perform MAP estimation. Indeed, the only difference between the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the observation density and the MAP estimate in the EM algorithm is that with MAP, the maximization step involves maximizing the sum of the regular "Q function" (i.e.. the expected complete likelihood) and the log of prior. Since our prior is conjugate, this, in effect, is to "pool" the sufficient statistics from the expected complete likelihood (i.e. the regular"Qfunc1ion") with the "equivalent pseudo counts" from the prior. One advantage of warking with a conjugate prior is that the prior essentially comes into the estimate through such pseudo counts. According to our prior, the MAP updating formulas for the mean vector fi. and variance vector 5: belonsing to state s are where rt(s) is the posterior probability of being in stale s given the observations and the current parameter values, and 01, ..., 07 are the observed values. Note that KO and vo encode our confidence in the mean and variance of the prior, respectively; !he larger they are, the more influence the prior has. To further regularize the model, we reasonably assume that KO = uo = A, which reflects our overall confidence in using the background observation density as a prior for the theme observation density. In our experiments, we find that the retrieval performance is not very sensitive to the setting of them as long as the value is within a certain range. It is also possible to use crossvalidation (e.g., leave-one-out) to estimate KO and UO, which we leave as our future work.
RESULTS
We use audio clips of narration in the NlST Digital Video 1 collection to evaluate our scheme. The duration of each video in this collection is nround 8-10 min. To test how well our method handles a query with short duration, we randomly select two different audio clips of duration 47s and 40s from two different audio files as queries (referred to as "query-1'' and "query-2". respectively).
The test database consists of four audio files extracted from four videos of NlST collection. The tota~ number of narration occur- Fig. 4 . Average precision for query-l and query-2 by varying X rence in the test database is around 30, but in evaluating our algorithm we consider only those which have duration greater than 20s. There are a total of 12 such segments in our database. The number of narration segments in each file is either equal to or less than four. For each query. we form a synthesized HMM as described in sections 2 and 3. We then use this synthesized HMM to detect the top four theme segments from the test data. i.e.. N 4 . We consider several measures that are frequently used in measuring the performance of a retrieval system, including precision, recall, and Average precision [9] . Precision is the fraction of the detected theme segments that are correct. Recall is the fraction of all the true theme segments that are detected by the algorithm. The Average precision is the sum of the precisions at all the ranks where a true theme segment is retrieved divided by the total number of true theme segments, which is an appropriate single-number summary measure for the whole result.
To x e the effect of smoothing, we vary the prior parameter X from 0 to 3000. Since the length of query-1 and query-2 is around 4000 and 4700 audio frames. 3000 and 20 can be considered a high and low value for A. respectively. A plot of the average precision values for both queries by varying X is shown in Figure 4 . The performance is constant and optimal when X is set to a value between 200 and 600. We also see that the performance at a low A, which is close to the performance without smoothing. is substantially worse than smoothing using a X between 200 and 600. suggesting the MAP estimate is indeed better than the unsmoothed ML estimate. However, we also see that the performance eventually decreases if X is set to a value that is too high. which makes sense as we may be trusting the background HMM too much such that the estimated theme model is essentially dominated by the background model.
The precision, recall curve for query-l in the optimal range of X is shown in Figure 5 . The points on the curve show precision,recall for ranks 1 to 4. The (Precision, recall) are (.75, .25) at rank 1 and (.625. .83) at rank 4 , This indicates a slight decrease in the relevant retrieved with increase in rank of detection. The precision, recall curve for query-2 again in the optimal range of X is shown in Figure 6 . The points on the curve show precisiodrecall for ranks I to 4. The (precision, recall) are (1.0. .33) at rank 1 and ( S 6 . .75) at rank 4 . This indicates a greater decrease in the relevant retrieved with the increase in the rank of detection. Overall, these results are quite promising. In seven out of the eight expriment cases, the top ranked segment is a m e theme segment.
I. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a general approach to audio segment retrieval using synthesized HMMs. The approach allows a user to query any audio database using an example audio clip. The problem of estimating a Theme HMM for a short duration query is solved by smoothing the observation densities of the Theme HMM using MAP rule. The retrieval results can be controlled by varying A, and the performance is optimal in a certain range of A. Evaluation on the NIST Digital Video 1 collection shows that the method is quite effective in detecting narration segments. A major future work is to explore how to use leave-one-out to estimate the smoothing parameter A.
